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ABSTRACT 

The masked priming literature studies lexical access and has been adapted in a variety of ways. 

Using an adapted version of a semantic congruence task with an intervenor and masked primes, 

participants categorized target words according to an exemplary category (animal) or non-

exemplary category (fruit/vegetable). Stimuli were presented with a forward mask (500ms), a 

prime that was semantically congruent or incongruent to the target (50ms), a second prime 

labeled the intervenor which was a word, non-word, or function word, and the target which was 

either an animal or fruit/vegetable. Previous literature has established that word intervenors 

disrupt the semantic congruence effects and that non-word intervenors do not. Function words 

have yet to be examined with this intervenor paradigm. Results indicate that function words are 

processed similarly to non-words; a semantic congruence effect is observed when the intervenor 

is a function word. Interestingly, a congruence effect was still observed for word intervenor, but 

this may have been an artifact of low power. Results will be discussed in terms of the entry-

opening model, the capacity limit hypothesis, and semantics  
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Introduction 

The processing of visual words has been extensively studied by cognitive theorists to 

examine how words are accessed and stored. During word processing, properties such as the 

orthography, phonology, syntax, and semantics are accessed by the lexical processor. The 

investigation of word processing has been studied using a variety of methods, with masked 

priming being a standard procedure to investigate the various properties of word recognition. The 

masked priming paradigm (Forster & Davis, 1984), briefly presents a masked prime word (40-60 

ms) before a target word to an individual whose response is traditionally measured in reaction 

time.  For example, in a lexical decision task, participants are told to decide whether a presented 

word, the target, is a word or a non-word while in a semantic congruence task, participants 

categorize target words according to an exemplary or non-exemplary category. This prime is 

preceded by a “masking stimulus”, such as a row of hash marks, which prevents it from 

conscious report. In masked priming studies, the prime affects recognition of a target depending 

on its relationship to the target. These relationships were first observed in repetition priming 

studies (Forster & Davis, 1984) where the prime and target are the same word, but has 

subsequently been used to study other characteristics of words such as shared orthography or 

meaning. Masked priming studies have demonstrated orthographic priming where the target and 

prime are visually similar but not identical or they are the same with transposed letters (rlay -> 

PLAY ; lpay ->PLAY), (Castles, Davis, Cavalot, & Forster, 2007; Forster, Davis, Schoknecht & 

Carter, 1987), semantic priming where the prime and target share meaning (nurse -> DOCTOR) 

(Dehaene et al., 1998; Forster, 2004) and cross-language translation priming where the target are 

the same word in different languages and even scripts (Grainger & Frenck-Mestre, 1998; Wang 
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& Forster, 2010) demonstrating that orthographic and semantic properties of the prime are 

processed while properties of the target are being accessed. The effects found in masked priming 

have been explained by the entry-opening model (Forster & Davis, 1984) as a temporary and 

brief activation of the lexical word properties which return to an inactive state after a short period 

of time. During this active state, properties of the prime can be extracted from the lexical entry 

more rapidly, explaining priming as a savings effect. This process is rapid and complex, with 

evidence suggesting multiple words are active at any given time (Forster, 2013; Wang & Inhoff, 

2013). In the context of reading, accessing multiple words at a single time makes sense. Our eyes 

focus on the middle of a word and the next subsequent word. This parafoveal view includes more 

than one word, with saccadic eye movements rapidly progressing and regressing throughout the 

text. The relationships between words influence how subsequent words are processed and this 

explains why the lexical processor compensates for more than one word at a time and why the 

properties of one word would directly influence the next presented word.  

  How many words are accessed at once, however? This question has inspired a variation 

of the masked priming method where a second prime is placed between the prime and target to 

investigate a word limit for the lexical processor. Referred to as the intervenor, this stimulus is 

tachistoscopically presented for the same amount of time as the prime and has been used to 

investigate identity and form priming in lexical decision tasks (Forster, 2009) and semantic 

priming effects in a semantic congruence task (Forster, 2013). In his intervenor work, Forster 

(2013) made two inferences regarding the properties of words and the capacity limit of the 

lexical processor. The first conclusion was that identity primes (where the prime and target are 

identical) and form primes (where the prime and target share all but one letter but are not 

identical) affect the target differently. This was due to differences in semantic meaning not 
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orthographic similarity to the target. The second conclusion was that the capacity limit of the 

lexical processor is restricted to two simultaneous words at once. Using word and non-word 

intervenors and form and identity primes in his first experiment, identity priming persisted 

(although reduced in size compared to the literature) but form priming was lost. This permitted 

his first inference: priming is made of two independent components; one of form and one of 

meaning. It is the attempt to access various levels of processing (the orthographic or the semantic 

among others) which conflict and cause the difference between words and non-words. In the 

word condition, the semantic properties of the intervenor interfere with the semantic properties 

of the prime, but in the nonword condition, the lack of a semantic component in the intervenor 

allows the prime to affect the access of the target. A subsequent experiment utilized semantic 

congruence where participants categorized targets to an exemplary (animal) or non-exemplary 

(fruits/vegetable) group. Participants were presented with semantically congruent or incongruent 

masked primes (which were not used as targets) and unrelated word and non-word (2 letters 

different from an English word) masked intervenors. Examples are provided in Fig. 1 below. 

 congruent animal congruent non animal incongruent animal incongruent non animal 

word lamb lazy BEAR pear taste GRAPE pea lazy BEAR bison taste GRAPE 

nonword lamb baze BEAR pear fuste GRAPE pea baze BEAR pear fuste GRAPE 

Fig. 1 Design of materials in Forster (2013) Experiment 4.  

 Results indicated a significant semantic congruence effect from the prime to the target when the 

intervenor was a non-word but not for word intervenors. Interpreted with the entry-opening 

model; what persisted was some level of processing of the prime which continues while the 

intervenor is being processed. The fact that the effect survived with a non-word intervenor and 

not a word intervenor illustrated that the prime was processed on some semantic level as well as 

form. The semantic nature of the intervenor was essential in whether any congruence effect 
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survived, leading to the conclusion that it is an attempt to access the lexical properties of a word 

that disrupt priming and that, as stated earlier, the word limit of the lexical processor is two 

words.  

 This conclusion assumes that all words are equal in requiring a semantic component 

during access, but this conclusion could be questioned. The classic categorization of open class 

words or content words and closed class words or function words has been observed cross-

linguistically and has been extensively studied. They serve different linguistic functions, and as a 

result they induce different behaviors and have been proposed to be processed by separate neural 

systems (Munte, Wieringa, Weyerts, Szentkuti, Matzke, & Johannes, 2000; Diaz & McCarthy, 

2009). Function words include, but are not limited to, determiners, conjunctions, prepositions, 

pronouns, question words, and quantifiers. They rarely contribute compositionally to meaning 

and are rarely added to a language (Carlson and Tanenhaus, 1984). ERP evidence by Hinojosa, 

Loeches, Casado, Munoz, Carretie, Fernandez-Frias, & Pazo (2001) found no differences 

between closed-class words and pseudo words, and also found a significant difference where 

open and closed class words were processed in the right hemisphere, suggesting that closed-class 

words are strictly left lateralized. Other evidence from lexical access studies observe faster 

access times for function words over content words (Segalowitz & Lane, 2000; Neville, Mills, & 

Lawson, 1992). Perhaps most interestingly, certain forms of brain damage such as stroke can 

result in relative loss of the use of function words compared to content words (Bird, Franklin, & 

Howards, 2002). It is also very common for those affected by Broca’s aphasia to have difficulty 

using function words (Kean, 1977). In summary, these results suggest that function words are 

processed by separate systems, perhaps because they perhaps may lack a semantic component.  
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  Returning to intervenor effects in semantic congruence tasks, it was concluded that word 

compared to non-word intervenors, reduced the primes ability to semantically affect the target. 

The fact that a congruence effect survived across a non-word intervenor, puts strain on the 

hypothesis that there is a strict two word limit to the lexical processor. If the capacity limit was 

strictly dependent on word quantity, there should be no congruence effect between the prime and 

target with  non-word intervenor. This suggests that priming occurs at different, independent, 

levels of analysis, and that these separate levels set the limit for the processor. If one of these 

levels actually is a semantic level, and if function words lack a semantic component as the 

literature suggests, then a semantic congruence effect should survive across a function word 

intervenor in a semantic congruence task. The following experiment aims to further validate 

Forster (2013) by replicating their semantic congruence experiment and extend the literature to 

function words in the attempt to further investigate the semantic nature of function words and the 

limits of the lexical processor.   

Methods 

Participants 

 Data from 120 participants (69 males, 51 females) was used for analysis. A total of 133 

participants were recruited, but data from 13 participants was not included due to apparatus 

issues or non-compliance to the task. Participants were native English speakers with a mean age 

of 36.4 (standard deviation of 12.5) years of age. Participants were recruited through Amazon 

Mechanical Turk (Mturk), an online recruitment website which allows data to be collected from 

large pools of internet participants. Research has shown this technique is reliable, that the 

participant pool is more diverse than traditional undergraduate populations, and that 
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compensation rates do not affect the overall data quality (Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011). 

Participants received $1.00 for their participation.  

Materials 

 Materials replicated Forster (2013) with third group consisting of function word 

intervenors. Due to limitations in the number of possible function words that could be used as 

intervenors and to control for orthographic overlap (ensuring that the prime, intervenor, and 

target all shared similar lengths) materials were reduced in quantity. The task was semantic 

categorization with animal being the exemplary category. Exemplars entailed 20 animal names 

and nonexemplars consisted of 20 fruit or vegetable names. Targets were paired with congruent 

and incongruent primes. These primes were uniquely presented as primes, never as targets. Due 

to a limitation of available primes, primes were used up to three times in each list, and remained 

counterbalanced between lists.  

Three versions of this list were generated with different intervenors; the first being word 

intervenors, the second being non-word intervenors, and the third being function words. Function 

words were orthographically matched in length to the targets and primes. Each version was 

divided into two counterbalanced lists where each target word was tested with an incongruent 

and congruent prime, but only appeared one time. This created six lists, two testing word 

intervenors, two testing non-word intervenors, and two testing function word intervenors with 

forty trials occurring in each list (see APPENDIX 1). Twenty participants were tested with each 

list. Participants were divided between the three versions with forty participants assigned to each 

group.   

An illustration of the list versions is provided in Fig 2.  
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 congruent animal congruent non animal incongruent animal incongruent non animal 

word lamb lazy BEAR pear taste GRAPE pea lazy BEAR bison taste GRAPE 

nonword lamb baze BEAR pear fuste GRAPE pea baze BEAR pear fuste GRAPE 

function lamb less BEAR pea the FIG  melon with QUAIL shark over MELON 

Fig. 2 A table describing the various stimuli by target congruency and intervenor type. 

Procedure 

 The experiment was run through Amazon Mturk, using remote version of DMDX 

(Forster & Forster, 2013). Remote implementation procedures were developed by Jonathan 

Geary. This procedure was a self-executing zip file that contained all of the required files; the 

DMDX program, the rich text file that contained the experiment, and a set of files that launched 

the experiment in DMDX and sent the results to a secure server at the University of Arizona. In 

Mturk, participants selected a link which provided the download for the executable file which 

ran the experiment. Upon completion, the program sent the  results to a secure server and to the 

primary researcher. These results contained all of the information of the output file.  

As a consequence of running the experiment online, certain limitations were identified 

and controlled. In traditional masked priming experiments, a standardized laboratory controls for 

the apparatus and participant characteristics. It is essential in a masked priming experiment for 

stimuli to be presented for exact amounts of time and this operation is dependent on the refresh 

rate of the monitor on each device. If the monitor does not refresh at the appropriate16.67 ms 

refresh rate, then the accuracy of the display suffers and participants are presented with stimuli 

which remains on the screen for too long.  In order to control for apparatus variation, screen 

refresh rate reported in the output file was used as an indicator for how long stimuli were 

presented on screen. If output files indicated that the refresh rate was a different value, the data 

was not included. Other active processes running on the apparatus may influence the software’s 
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ability to accurately display stimuli.  Indicators in the output data file informed researchers 

whether there were display errors. If these indicators were present, their data was omitted from 

being included. Another apparatus limitation was the use of keyboards over more accurate 

response measurements (Forster & Forster, 2003), but since this limitation was randomly 

counterbalanced, the effect should have been negligible. A requirement for participation was 

native fluency of English. This requirement was mentioned in the recruitment message, and a 

short survey at the end asked for levels of language proficiency among other questions regarding 

age, sex, and handedness. A final limitation concerning participants was their level of attention 

during the task. The primary way to control for this was the requirement that participants score at 

least 80% on their responses. This prevented participants from starting the experiment and letting 

it run without actually participating and provided a filter for non-native speakers. These output 

files, where participants did not give any repsonses, were easily identified and were not included.  

Participants found the experiment through Mturk, either searching by keyword or browsing 

through available lists. Upon selecting the project, participants were brought to a recruitment 

message (See APPENDIX 2) where the instructions for downloading and running the program, 

the link to the experiment, the debriefing form, and contact information for the primary 

researcher were located. This screen stayed up while the experiment ran so that afterwards 

participants could enter a unique code for participation verification. Upon running the 

experiment, DMDX (Forster & Forster, 2003) opened, displayed a consent form that participants 

read and either accepted or rejected, and began the experiment once participants pressed the 

appropriate keys. If participants decided to not consent, the program ended.  

 The experiment used the DMDX (Forster & Forster, 2003) software, a procedure that 

presents stimuli on screen at highly controlled time intervals. DMDX was originally developed 
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for use with PCs, and as a result participants who were using Mac computers were unable to take 

part in the experiment. Instructions regarding the task were presented to participants through the 

DMDX software, and participants were required to press the spacebar or enter key at various 

points to continue the procedure. Participants were informed that they would be presented word 

that was either an animal or not an animal and that they would be tasked with categorizing this 

word. They were instructed to press the right arrow key if the word was an animal and the left 

arrow key if the word was not an animal while trying to answer as quickly as they could without 

making errors. The category was reiterated to participants before they continued.  

 Items were presented as black letters in Courier New 12 pt font on a white background 

and as previously stated, monitor refresh rate was controlled. The forward mask consisting of 

hash marks (########) was displayed for 500 ms. This was immediately followed by the prime, 

presented in lowercase for 50 ms. The prime was followed by the lowercase intervenor, also for 

50 ms. These were followed by the target word, presented in upper case, for 500 ms which 

doubled as a backward mask of the intervenor. See Fig. 3 below for material presentation. 

Forward Mask 

500 ms 

Prime 

50 ms 

Intervenor 

50 ms 

TARGET (Backward Mask) 

500 ms 

######## bison under GARLIC 

  Fig. 3 A visual representation of how materials were presented.  

Participants had 2000 ms (beginning at target onset) to give their responses. If responses were 

not made within this 2000 ms window, DMDX recorded the response as a no-response (error) 

and proceeded to the next trial. Participants were first presented with a standard set of practice 

items that did not vary in their prime or target between groups, but did differ in intervenor type. 

These 14 practice items were presented in the same order in every list, but subsequent items were 

pseudorandomly assigned for each participant so that, at most, two stimuli of the same type (by 
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category and congruency) showed up one after the other. As previously stated, the task was 

semantic categorization, participants were instructed to press the right arrow key if the target was 

an animal and the left arrow key if the target was not an animal without making errors. Feedback 

provided after each response informed the participant whether they were correct or not, and if 

DMDX failed to detect a response.  After feedback was displayed, the participant immediately 

began the next trial. Items were organized into three blocks where the participant was able to rest 

and press the spacebar to continue. 

Results 

Participants who made too many errors (scored less than 80%) were excluded form 

analysis (N=8). Reaction times that were less than 300 ms or greater than 1500 ms (12 data 

points making up 0.3% of the data set) were not used in analysis. The results were analyzed 

using linear mixed effects regression analysis in R (R Core Team, 2016) using the lme4 package 

(Bates et al., 2015). Reaction times were reciprocally transformed to minimize positive skew and 

thus make the residuals more normally distributed (Kliegl et al., 2010). The fixed effect factors 

were congruence (two levels: whether the prime and target were congruent or incongruent; 

treating congruent as the reference level) and the type of intervenor (three levels: word, non-

word, and function word; treating non-word as the reference level) and the interaction of 

congruence by intervenor. Subjects and items were treated as random effects, thus satisfying the 

assumption of independence as best as practically possible. Inspection of a residual plot suggests 

that the assumptions of linearity and of homoscedasticity were satisfied. Reaction times and error 

rates for trimmed data are shown in Table 1.  

Type of Intervenor 

 Word Non-word Function Word 

Prime Type RT (ms) Error % RT (ms) Error % RT (ms) Error % 
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Congruent 661.79 10.8 629.96 10.6 663.74 14.2 

Incongruent 667.57 16.5 648.48 14.6 684.68 19.1 

Congruence 

Effect 

5.78 5.8 18.52 4.0 20.94 4.9 

Table 1 Mean reaction times and error rates across conditions. 

 Following standard conventions, any absolute t-value greater than 2.0 was deemed 

significant (Wang & Forster, 2015). There was a significant simple effect of congruency (t= 

5.27) meaning that congruent versus incongruent targets were accessed faster when non-words 

were used as intervenors. There was a non-significant effect comparing a non-word to a word 

intervenor (t=1.40) as well as comparing a non-word to a function word intervenor (t= 1.2). The 

interaction of congruency by intervenor was significant for non-word and word levels of 

intervenor (t= -2.03): this suggest that the congruency effect was smaller when the intervenor 

was a word versus for when it was a non-word, indicating that word intervenors were reducing 

the facilitation of the congruency effect . This finding is consistent with Forster (2013) that 

congruency effects survive across a non-word intervenor but not a word intervenor. The 

interaction of congruency by intervenor was not significant at the non-word and function word 

levels of the intervenor (t=-0.72). This illustrates insufficient evidence to suggest that there is a 

difference between congruency effects found in non-word intervenors and function word 

intervenors, and that function word intervenor produce a semantic priming effect. This is 

consistent with the hypothesis that function words are accessed similarly to non-words, and so, 

act like non-word intervenors in a semantic congruence task; allowing semantic priming effects 

between the prime and target.  

 The model used in the initial analysis was a random intercepts model, meaning that the 

effect of congruency, intervenor, and the interaction of congruency by intervenor were fixed 
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across subjects and items. In order to provide a better fit to the data, another model was fitted 

with congruency as a random slope by subjects and by items meaning that the effect of 

congruency could be different by item and by participant. Intervenor type was also treated as a 

random slope by item, meaning there could be a different intervenor effect by item. However, 

because intervenor type was between subjects, there was no possibility that participants saw 

more than one type of intervenor and so it was not included for random slope by subject. The 

results of this model were qualitatively identical except for interaction between congruency and 

intervenor at the non-word and word levels of intervenor, which was no longer significant but 

approaching significance      (t= -1.833). This means that there is insufficient evidence to 

conclude that the congruence effect was different for non-word and word intervenors. This result 

is inconsistent with Forster (2013), which could have been an artifact of statistical power. 

Crucially, the interaction between congruency and intervenor for the non-word and function 

word levels of intervenor was not significant (-.067). This suggests the same inferences made 

above; that there is insufficient evident to conclude that function word and non-word intervenor 

congruency effects are different. 

Discussion 

There were two primary objectives to this experiment: to investigate how properties of 

the prime remain active during the processing of an intervening word and if function words are 

accessed more like non-words than words. In this semantic categorization task, the results 

demonstrate that congruence effects are observed with non-word and function word intervenors. 

This effect does not hold true for words, however, affirming previous research investigating the 

capacity limit hypothesis. Though there was a lack of significance between groups, the clear 

numeric data exhibit a strong case for replication of Forster (2013) and show a clear congruence 
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effect for function words (word, non-word, and function word intervenors produced a 

congruence effect of 5.78ms, 18.52ms, 20.94ms respectively). The lack of a significant 

interaction, coupled with the significant simple effect of congruence at the non-word level of 

intervenor, suggests that a congruence effect is observed even when the intervenor is a function 

word. The statistical model used in this study did not show a significant difference between 

words and non-words, but this value was approaching significance. Materials in this experiment 

needed to be reduced from the original Forster (2013) paper, and statistical power was reduced as 

a result. A larger subject pool was used to compensate for this lack of power, and the trend is in 

the right direction. This suggests that with more participants or with more controlled procedures, 

a significant replication of Forster (2013) would be achieved.  

In the semantic categorization task conducted by Forster (2013), the results were 

explained through the entry opening model. In this model (Forster et al., 2003) it is argued that 

each word is given a lexical entry, with the first stage assigning scores for each entry based off 

the input. This process takes time and priming is suggested to begin opening an entry so that 

when the target is presented, the entry is already in an active state. These two processes, opening 

an entry and searching for a matching entry are considered independent and, therefore, the 

processor should be able to access more than one word simultaneously. This is in opposition to 

interactive activation models (Davis, 2003) which suggests that these processes are the same. In 

reference to his entry opening model, Forster (2009; 2013) suggested that access of the prime 

had been processed enough to open an entry at the semantic level before the processing system 

lost track of information at the form level. The fact that a congruence effect survived across a 

non-word in Forster (2013) was explained by the lack of a semantic component that did not 

interfere with the entry of the prime at the semantic level. Here we have demonstrated that 
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function words are processed similarly to non-words, and using the previous conclusions, it is 

possible to infer that function words could also lack this semantic component. This is at odds 

with the capacity limit hypothesis, that there is a strict capacity for words, but suggests that there 

is a capacity limit for word properties.  

One observation that has not been considered are the normal distributions of content 

words and function words in sentences. The masked priming technique was developed to 

investigate word recognition, not reading, but as previously stated when considering parfoveal 

view, the process of reading influences how we access words. In the original experiment, the 

words that were used as primes, targets, and word intervenors were all content words. The 

distribution of words in sentences consists of content and function words, suggesting that the 

process of accessing three content word in a row may not be common. Perhaps a function word 

intervenor more appropriately simulates these environments than a word intervenor. The function 

words used in this experiment were designed to match the prime and target for length only in 

order to prevent orthographic overlap, ensuring a backward mask for the prime and a forward 

mask for the target. It would be interesting to see if there are individual differences between 

items in this regard and see whether syntax played a role during activation. Investigating the 

normal co-occurrences of function words to content words could provide a framework to 

determine whether function words that commonly occur between specific content words versus 

function words that appear less commonly between those content words affect semantic priming 

in a semantic congruence task. According to the entry opening model, this should not have an 

effect on target response times; if the intervenor lacks semantic content at all, there should be no 

difference between function words which make syntactic sense (pear -> and -> Garlic) and those 

that make little syntactic sense (pear down BEAR). 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, it appears that a congruence effect survives in a semantic congruence task 

with a non-word intervenor or function word intervenor. This effect is dramatically reduced for 

word intervenors. In context of the entry opening model, this result suggests that function words 

and non-words are accessed similarly and do not prevent the access of the semantic properties of 

a lexical entry. Based off of this data, it is possible to assume that function words are accessed 

differently than words, and that they could possibly lack a semantic component. There were 

specific limitations in this experiment including: the use of personal computers and keyboards, 

conducting the experiment on Mturk where there is a high likelihood of extraneous variables, 

and a limited procedure that controlled for native fluency in English.  Limitations in the 

experiment could be addressed with procedural changes such as using more accurate 

apparatuses, more controlled environments in a laboratory setting, and a strict control policy for 

participation. Data analysis determined a lack of significance between words and non-words, but 

this comparison was approaching significance. Future studies should incorporate a larger 

participant sample or manipulate a larger set of primes and targets to increase the statistical 

power of this comparison. Future studies will examine the differences, if any, in function word 

type or whether syntax may play a role. 
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APPENDIX 1 

 

LIST 1 & 2  
FUNCTION WORDS   

    
LIST A LIST B   
prime prime intervenor target 
melon zebra with QUAIL 
banana tiger after FERRET 
pear sheep once GOOSE 
pea lamb more FROG 
pea lamb for RAT 
mango bison when ROBIN 
radish snake among PARROT 
melon shark also SKUNK 
cherry zebra before BEAVER 
mango tiger onto HYENA 
bison pear both WOLF 
camel radish about BABOON 
lamb pea less BEAR 
snake mango this PANDA 
snake potato those BEAGLE 
sheep cherry much WHALE 
zebra potato where PIGEON 
tiger cherry until LIZARD 
camel melon from OTTER 
shark pear upon EAGLE 
shark pear over APPLE 
bison pear near GRAPE 
lamb pear each LIME 
bison mango under GARLIC 
zebra melon above ORANGE 
zebra cherry these CELERY 
lamb pea  and CORN 
shark melon lest SQUASH 
sheep cherry every TURNIP 
sheep pear down PEACH 
mango snake most ONION 
mango tiger some OLIVE 
potato zebra while APRICOT 
pea lamb the FIG 
potato sheep beside BROCCOLI 
banana tiger only TOMATO 
melon camel many LEMON 
potato snake into RAISIN 
lettuce rabbit rather CABBAGE 
radish camel than CARROT 
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LIST 3 & 4 
WORDS    

    
LIST A LIST B   
prime prime intervenor target 
melon zebra bread QUAIL 
banana tiger jungle FERRET 
pear sheep fully GOOSE 
pea lamb mill FROG 
pea lamb can RAT 
mango bison catch ROBIN 
radish snake retain PARROT 
melon shark train SKUNK 
cherry zebra scores BEAVER 
mango tiger break HYENA 
bison pear lump WOLF 
camel radish wicked BABOON 
lamb pea lazy BEAR 
snake mango stage PANDA 
snake potato copper BEAGLE 
sheep cherry paper WHALE 
zebra potato ballet PIGEON 
tiger cherry borrow LIZARD 
camel melon space OTTER 
shark pear lunch EAGLE 
shark pear plane APPLE 
bison pear taste GRAPE 
lamb pear ruin LIME 
bison mango wallet GARLIC 
zebra melon litter ORANGE 
zebra cherry plight CELERY 
lamb pea  raid CORN 
shark melon fright SQUASH 
sheep cherry rocket TURNIP 
sheep pear stock PEACH 
mango snake shaoe ONION 
mango tiger cross OLIVE 
potato zebra compare APRICOT 
pea lamb see FIG 
potato sheep property BROCCOLI 
banana tiger breach TOMATO 
melon camel scale LEMON 
potato snake racket RAISIN 
lettuce rabbit harvest CABBAGE 
radish camel stride CARROT 
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LIST 5 & 6 
NONWORDS   

    
LIST A LIST B   
prime prime intervenor target 
melon zebra freal QUAIL 
banana tiger tumgle FERRET 
pear sheep pulty GOOSE 
pea lamb goll FROG 
pea lamb rin RAT 
mango bison narch ROBIN 
radish snake setarn PARROT 
melon shark braip SKUNK 
cherry zebra scarex BEAVER 
mango tiger blear HYENA 
bison pear samp WOLF 
camel radish dickod BABOON 
lamb pea baze BEAR 
snake mango shoge PANDA 
snake potato dopter BEAGLE 
sheep cherry puler WHALE 
zebra potato jaltet PIGEON 
tiger cherry hortow LIZARD 
camel melon stoce OTTER 
shark pear bunct EAGLE 
shark pear clake APPLE 
bison pear fuste GRAPE 
lamb pear fuon LIME 
bison mango yalset GARLIC 
zebra melon tilter ORANGE 
zebra cherry flught CELERY 
lamb pea  sair CORN 
shark melon vriglt SQUASH 
sheep cherry cacket TURNIP 
sheep pear stech PEACH 
mango snake thace ONION 
mango tiger brosp OLIVE 
potato zebra domcare APRICOT 
pea lamb beo FIG 
potato sheep brokerty BROCCOLI 
banana tiger treich TOMATO 
melon camel shabe LEMON 
potato snake tacker RAISIN 
lettuce rabbit hortest CABBAGE 
radish camel strege CARROT 
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PRACTICE ITEMS LIST 1-6 

 

cherry several ROOSTER 

sheep between BROCCOLI 
camel least PEANUT 
pea that BEAN 
melon within PEPPER 
tiger though KITTEN 

mango nor YAM 
zebra around GORILLA 
bison but PLUM 
pear ahead PICKLE 

lamb before SPARROW 
radish behind SEAGULL 

rabbit without KANGAROO 
potato beside RACCOON 
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APPENDIX 2 

 

A. Recruitment Message (Amazon Mechanical Turk) 

 

This HIT is only for native speakers of English. You must be a native speaker of English and 

over 18 years of age in order to participate. 

 

Thank you for your willingness to participate in the experiment. You can participate in this 

experiment entirely on your personal computer (Windows computers only; Macs will not work). 

You will need to find a quiet location in which to do the experiment. You will read words and 

then will answer questions about what you have read. This study will take between 20-60 

minutes to complete. You will receive $1.00 for successful completion of the experiment/HIT. 

To discourage non-speakers from participating, the HIT will only be approved if your accuracy 

rate for the experimental task is greater than or equal to 80%. Your Worker ID will be retained 

after the data collection for the experiment is complete in order to prevent your participation in 

future experiments. 

 

Please make sure to close all other programs before opening the experiment.  

 
When you open the experiment, your anti-virus software may ask if you are sure 

that you want to open this file; please do so. The experiment does not pose a security 

risk. The software is not a virus, it will simply run.  
 

The program will run, send the results of the experiment to the email address of the Principal 

Investigator and to a secure server at the University of Arizona, and then be deleted.  

 

Once the experiment starts, you will be presented with a disclosure form. Please read this form 

carefully; a pdf copy of the disclosure form can be downloaded from the following link: 

[INSERT LINK TO DOWNLOAD DISCLOSURE FORM]. After reading the disclosure form 

and consenting to participate, the experiment will begin. Upon completing the experiment, you 

will be asked to complete a short background questionnaire. Once the experiment closes, your 

results will be sent automatically to the researcher’s email address and to a secure, password-

protected server at the University of Arizona. A black box will appear on your screen while the 

results are being sent; it is normal for this to take several minutes. Do not close this box.  

 

Again, thank you for agreeing to participate in this experiment. Please feel free to email the 

researcher (danielwithers@email.arizona.edu) or the Principal Investigator 

(ussishki@email.arizona.edu) if you have any questions or concerns. 
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Make sure to leave this window open as you complete the experiment. When you are finished, 

you will return to this page to paste the code into the box. 

 

Please go to [INSERT LINK TO DOWNLOAD EXPERIMENT] to run the experiment.  

 

As a large executable file, your anti-virus software may respond. The file does 

not contain a security risk. Windows 10 users will experience a warning 

message upon opening the program: 

 

Click on “More info” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then select “Run anyway” 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Make sure to leave this window open as you complete the experiment. When you are finished, 

you will return to this page to paste the code into the box. 

 

Please enter your code here: 
 


